Sperm chromatin.
Available data on dry and hydrated nuclear volume of mammalian spermatozoa indicate that available volume is clearly insufficient to contain sperm chromatin packed in nucleosome-like structures. Therefore, sperm DNA-protein complexes must be packed differently than somatic DNA-protein complexes. Packing of DNA in fixed, dehydrated mammalian sperm approaches the physical limits of molecular compaction, making mammalian sperm chromatin the most condensed eukaryotic DNA known. The fundamental packaging unit of sperm chromatin is a toroid approximately 900-A outer diameter. 200-A thickness, and 150-A diameter hole. Each toroid contains 60 kilobases of DNA and is linked to other toroids by uncoiled DNA stretches. The factors that contribute to mammalian chromatin structuration are still under study. The role of protamines in sperm chromatin condensation and nuclear shaping has been overstressed to the exclusion of other possible factors. Chromatin organization in sperm nuclei is maintained during sperm condensation by tight interactions with the nuclear matrix at fixed sites, inducing the formation of individual toroid-shaped DNA loop stuctures. Observations that abnormal manchettes affect sperm head shape and chromatin organization inducing sterility speak about manchette importance during chromatin organization. The presence in sperm chromatin of regions packaged in specific ways with several types of protamines or even with histones, indicates that nuclear shaping and chromatin organization must be under DNA control. The structural properties that distinguish sperm DNA from somatic DNA may play the most important role in chromatin organization.